ARGENTINA

ECO LEATHER ¤ 1. layer – 70% POLYESTER, 30% COTTON ¤ 2. layer – 100% POLYURETHAN

Argentina is an ecological leather whose upper cover layer is made of polyurethane. It is extremely long-lasting, which
does not contain dangerous substances. It is a fine texture, easy to maintain and extremely smooth to the touch. It is
of German origin, and during its production all European measures and norms were strictly observed.

Firmness:

Maintenance:

Color fastness:

Firmness represents the resistance of
fabrics to wear. On the skin this refers to
scratches, while on fabrics they refer to
rubbing during cleansing.
More full dots = more firmness

Maintenance is the resistance of the
fabric to stains. Fabrics with a maximum
grade are stain resistant and can be
cleaned with a number of different
cleaning products.
More full dots = easier maintenance

Color fastness is the resistance of a fabric
to UV radiation. There are fabrics and
skins that are protected from bleaching
caused by UV radiation.
More full dots = more color fastness

Colors from HOSS collection:

White Cloud

Phantom

Chocolate Brown

Granit Grey

BEECH
100% SOLID WOOD

The solid wood found in our products comes from controlled sources and is FSC certified. This type of wood in our
product collection comes in 3 different finishes:

Beech Natur:

Beech Rustic:

Beech White Wash:

Natural oil is used to protect the wood in
this finishing. It emphasizes the color and
structure of the wood, and leaves no
visible and tangible film on the surface.
Beech natur as a finish imitates the
natural color and texture of beech.

Varnish is used as wood protection in this
finishing. It completely covers the pores
and forms a hard layer that protects the
wood from dirt and moisture. Bukva
rustic has a more characteristic and lively
look, a slightly darker color than Bukva
natur.

Varnish is used as wood protection in this
finishing. It completely covers the pores
and forms a hard layer that protects the
wood from dirt and moisture. Beech
White Wash is a much lighter color than
natural beech. This finish is often called
bleached beech.

Beech Natur

Beech Rustic

Beech White Wash

